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Abstract
Nowadays, the behavior tree is gaining popularity as a representation for robot tasks due to its modularity
and reusability. Designing behavior-tree tasks manually is time-consuming for robot end-users, thus
there is a need for investigating automatic behavior-tree-based task generation. Prior behavior-tree-
based task generation approaches focus on �xed primitive tasks and lack generalizability to new task
domains. To cope with this issue, we propose a novel behavior-tree-based task generation approach that
utilizes state-of-the-art large language models. We propose a Phase-Step prompt design that enables a
hierarchical-structured robot task generation and further integrate it with behavior-tree-embedding-
based search to set up the appropriate prompt. In this way, we enable an automatic and cross-domain
behavior-tree task generation. Our behavior-tree-based task generation approach does not require a set
of pre-de�ned primitive tasks. End-users only need to describe an abstract desired task and our proposed
approach can swiftly generate the corresponding behavior tree. A full-process case study is provided to
demonstrate our proposed approach. An ablation study is conducted to evaluate the e�ectiveness of our
Phase-Step prompts. Assessment on Phase-Step prompts and the limitation of large language models are
presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction

The behavior tree is a graphical representation of robot tasks. It originated from the video game
industry and then is introduced to the robotics community [1]. The behavior tree coordinates
robot primitive tasks using a variety of control-�ow nodes. Compared with traditional task
representations such as state machines, subsumption architectures and decision trees, the
behavior-tree formalism exhibits several advantages in terms of modularity, �exibility and
readability. Some pioneering works have been conducted to apply behavior trees to robot tasks
such as assembly [2] and navigation [3].
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Designing behavior-tree-based robot tasks remains a cumbersome work for end-users. In or-
der to improve the e�ciency of the design process, several behavior-tree generation approaches
have been proposed recently. Provided with a set of linear temporal logic speci�cations, a
behavior tree can be constructed using designed conversion rules [4]. Alternatively, based on
the primitive-task sequence produced from the PDDL planner, a behavior tree can be created to
achieve the optimal-task execution time [5]. In addition, behavior trees can also be generated
with the integration of heuristic search [6] or reinforcement learning [7]. However, all these
approaches rely on a pre-de�ned library of primitive tasks, and none of them is capable of
creating behavior trees that are out of given domains. For example, if primitive tasks, such
as “align wheel”, “weld door”, and “place enginee”, do not exist in the pre-de�ned library, it is
impossible to generate a behavior-tree task for car assembly.
Recent advances in large language models (LLMs) o�er a potential direction to improve

in generalizability of robot-task generation. The large language models are neural-language
models with a large number of parameters and trained over huge amount of data. Such large
language models show powerful generalizability in many natural language processing (NLP)
tasks. Starting from the GPT-3 model [8] in 2020, large language models are becoming an
emerging research area in natural language processing and they also draw attention from
robotics researchers.

Figure 1: Cross-domain task generation using a pre-trained large language model (Source domain: Car
assembly; Target domain: Computer assembly). (a) Prior work generated sequential tasks; (b) We aim to
generate modular tasks in behavior-tree form.

Some recent works considered the autoregressive pre-trained LLM as a robot-task planner
and used it to generate task sequences in a zero-shot or few-shot fashion. With the pre-trained



LLMs, the robot-task-generation problem can be formulated in the prompt-based learning
paradigm [9] instead of the classical supervised-learning paradigm. In [10], an abstract task
descriptor and its associated sequence of primitive tasks are used to set up the prompt. The
SayCan framework [11] combines a human high-level instruction and its corresponding robot
primitive tasks as the prompt. The ProgPrompt [12] represents robot tasks as Pythonic programs
and then takes the Pythonic code as the prompt. Unfortunately, the existing works are limited
to the sequential-task generation of robots. By contrast, modular-task representations, such as
behavior trees, have better reusability and readability than the sequential-task representation.
Hence, we aim for generating behavior-tree robot tasks using large language models, as shown
in Figure 1.
In this paper, we propose a novel robot behavior-tree-task-generation approach using pre-

trained large language models. We �rst design a Phase-Step prompt that enables a 3-layer
behavior-tree generation. Next we introduce a method that generates a complete behavior tree
from the initial 3-layer behavior tree. Afterwards, we utilize a behavior-tree task knowledge
base storing a collection of robot tasks. We automatically query the knowledge base and select
the behavior tree that is most similar to the desired task description as the prompt. In such
process, a behavior tree can be generated for the desired task in a new domain.
Major contributions of this paper are:

(1) To our best knowledge, this is the �rst attempt to apply the state-of-the-art large language
models to behavior trees. The powerful generalizability of LLMs enables robot-task
generation in new domains rather than conforming to �xed primitive tasks.

(2) Our proposed Phase-Step prompt extends the LLM-based task generation from sequential
tasks to hierarchical tasks. By incorporating the modularity and reusability of behavior
trees, it further eases the di�culty and burden of end-user design.

2. Background

2.1. Behavior-Tree Fundamentals

The behavior tree is a hierarchical representation of robot tasks [1]. Alternatively to the state
machine, the behavior tree can be used to coordinate robot tasks at the abstract level. Formally,
a behavior tree is de�ned as a directed rooted tree. The leaf nodes of the behavior tree determine
the execution, and the branch nodes specify the control-�ow logic [13]. The leaf nodes are
either Action nodes or Condition nodes. The Action node speci�es a certain robot primitive
task and returns a Success when the primitive task is completed. The Condition node is used to
evaluate the assigned Boolean condition, such as whether the robot-sensor reading satis�es
the requirement. Two most commonly used branch nodes are the Sequence node and the
Fallback node. The Sequence node runs all its child nodes sequentially until receiving the �rst
Failure signal, and the Fallback node executes all its child nodes sequentially until receiving
the �rst Success signal. With these four types of nodes, a behavior tree can achieve the same
task execution as a state machine. Other branch node types, including the Parallel node and
the Decorator node for extensible functionality are not discussed in this work. The graphical
illustration of these four types of behavior-tree nodes is shown in Figure 2.



Figure 2: Graphical representation of four types behavior tree nodes. (a) Action node. (b) Condition
node. (c) Sequence node. (d) Fallback node.

The behavior tree is executed by an activation signal called Tick. The Tick generates from
the root node at a certain frequency and traverses the behavior tree following the control-�ow
nodes. Once a node is ticked, it returns its status to its parent node. Compared to traditional
task representations such as state machines, the behavior-tree formalism o�ers several bene�ts,
including modularity, �exibility and readability. Small behavior trees can be merged into a large
behavior tree using control-�ow nodes. Subtrees can be modi�ed individually without taking
external links into account. In contrast with dense nest representation of state machines, the
succinct-tree representation is more readable towards end-users.

2.2. Large Language Models and Prompt-Based Learning

In the natural language processing, the text-generation problem can be described as a language
model using conditional probability distribution, P (y|x; ✓), where x is the input text, y is the
text to be generated, and ✓ are model parameters. In the era of deep learning, various deep
neural networks have been utilized as the language models. The neural-language models that
contain a large number of parameters and are pre-trained over huge-scale corpus are referred
as Large Language Models. Nowadays, the large language models are empowered with strong
generalizability over a variety of downstream natural-language tasks.
Some state-of-the-art large language models also show strong capability in few-shot learn-

ing [8]. One example is the OpenAI GPT-3 model, which has 175 billion parameters. This
few-shot learning capability shifts the traditional “pre-train-then-�ne-tune” paradigm to the
new “prompt-based-learning” paradigm [14]. The prompt is the text inserted into the input,
which modi�es the original input into a template string with some un�lled slots and then guides
the pre-trained model to perform a certain NLP task. Speci�cally, the original input text x is
�rstly converted to a new form x0 with prompt function, x0 = fprompt(x). The x0 is a new
textual string consisting of 3 parts, the input slots [ ]X , the output slots [ ]Y , and additional
prompt text. The input slots [ ]X accept x, and the output slots [ ]Y are open to be �lled. The
pre-trained large language model takes string x0 as its input and generates texts for the output
slots. Then we map texts �ll in [ ]Y to the �nal output y.
In the prompt-based-learning paradigm, the prompt design plays a key role. It has been

investigated that the prompt in GPT-3 mainly guides the language model to access the existing
knowledge and regulates the output structure [15]. For existing works using large-language-
models for robot tasks, we summarize their prompt design in Table 1.



Table 1
Recent works of prompt design for robot-task generation. Task A and Task B refer to the source- and
target-task description, respectively. [ ]X is the input slot and [ ]Y is the output slot.

Work Prompt Design
LLM Planner [10] Task: Task A; Step 1: [Sub-task 1]X ; Step 2: [Sub-task 2]X ; ...

Task: Task B; [Step 1: Sub-task ?; Step 2: Sub-task ?; ...]Y
SayCan [11] How would do Task A? 1. [Sub-task 1]X , 2. [Sub-task 2]X , ...

How would do Task B? I would: [1. Sub-task ?, 2. Sub-task ?, ...]Y
ProgPrompt [12] def Task A( ): # 1: [Sub-task 1]X ; # 2: [Sub-task 2]X ; ...

def Task B( ): [# 1: Sub-task ?; # 2: Sub-task ?; ...]Y

3. Proposed Approach

Our proposed approach for behavior-tree task generation using pre-trained large language
models consists of 3 key components – Phase-Step prompt, behavior-tree construction, and
automatic source-task selection. The Phase-Step Prompt enables the generation of a 3-layer
behavior-tree fragment. Taking the fragment generated by the Phase-Step prompt, the construc-
tion process grounds the natural language to robot actions and produces a complete behavior
tree. The automatic source-task selection unitizes the task retrieval from a knowledge base and
further reduces the burden of manually designing prompts.

3.1. Phase-Step Prompt

Firstly, we introduce the Phase-Step Prompt, which enables the generation of a 3-layer behavior
tree. For any 3-layer behavior tree consisting of Sequence nodes and Action nodes as shown in
Figure 3, we re-formulate it into a textual prompt in Table 2.

Figure 3: A 3-layer behavior tree consisting of Sequence nodes and Action nodes.

The prompt starts with an auxiliary textual description “Source Task” and “Procedures”, then
it is followed by the detailed behavior-tree description for the source task. We refer the primitive
task description in the jth Action node underneath the ith layer-2 Sequence node as “Sub-task
i.j”. For the ith layer-2 Sequence node, we represent it as “Phase i” in the prompt. For the Action
node corresponding to ‘Sub-task i.j”, we place “Step j” after the “Phase i” in the prompt, then
�ll the textual description in the input slot as [Sub-task i.j]X . After the source-task description,
the prompt continues with an auxiliary text “Target Task” and our desired task description.
The desired task description can be speci�ed as a short phrase, such as “Assembly a computer”.



Optionally, we can also add the tool and the number of phases in the desired task description,
such as “Make co�ee with co�ee machine in 5 phases”. Once �nishing the prompt speci�cation,
we apply the pre-trained LLM to generate the result in the output slot [ ]Y . The generated result
will also be in the Phase-Step form, which can be re-constructed into a new 3-layer behavior
tree.

Table 2
Phase-Step-prompt Design. [ ]X is the input slot and [ ]Y is the output slot.

Source Task
Procedures:
Phase 1.
Step 1. [Sub-task 1.1]X ; Step 2. [Sub-task 1.2]X ; ...
Phase 2.
Step 1. [Sub-task 2.1]X ; Step 2. [Sub-task 2.2]X ; ...
...

Target Task: Task Description
Procedures:
[Phase 1.
Step 1. Sub-task ?; Step 2. Sub-task ?; ...
Phase 2.
Step 1. Sub-task ?; Step 2. Sub-task ?; ...
...]Y

3.2. Behavior-Tree Construction

We have presented how to use a Phase-Step prompt to generate a 3-layer behavior tree. Next,
we discuss how to extend the generated 3-layer behavior-tree fragment into a complete behavior
tree for robot tasks.
In the generated 3-layer behavior-tree fragment, the sub-tasks may not be primitive tasks.

In other words, the verb in the generated sub-tasks may not match the actual capabil-
ity of robots, and thus the sub-tasks need further decomposition. In order to determine
whether a sub-task is primitive, we create a verb list based on the robot capability, such as
L = {pick, drop, push, pull, rotate,move, place}. This verb list can vary when using di�erent
types of robots. For each sub-task, we apply a language embedding modelEnc1( ) and perform
an angular-cosine similarity computation:

Sim(v, Li) = 1� 2 arccos (
Enc1(v) · Enc1(Li)

kEnc1(v)kkEnc1(Li)k
)/⇡, (1)

where v is the verb of a certain sub-task, Li is the verb in the verb list L that corresponds to
robot capability. If all the similarity scores associated with a certain sub-task are below a given
threshold, we conduct a tree expansion over this sub-task. Speci�cally, we keep the source-task
part in the prompt unchanged. We set the sub-task as the target-task description and enforce
the number of phases to be 1. In such way, a sub-task can be decomposed into �ne-grained
sub-tasks. We continue performing such tree expansion until all the sub-tasks are primitive.



Another strategy to expand the generated behavior tree based on robot capability is directly
modifying the prompt. If one sub-task is not primitive, we can set the target-task description
in the prompt as “sub-task... in 1 phase, only use the following verb: pick, drop, push, pull,
rotate, move, place”. With this strategy, we can also make all sub-task primitive. This strategy
reduces the computation but the expanded depth will be limited to 1. It can be used to freeze
the behavior-tree expansion.
Moreover, generated sub-tasks sometimes contain extra speci�cation attaching to the verb-

object form, such as “Move robot arm to desired location” or “Tighten clamps for stability”.
In order to deal with the extra speci�cation, we introduce the Fallback nodes and Condition
nodes. For a certain sub-task with extra speci�cation, we plug in a Fallback node above it in the
behavior tree. Then we insert a Condition node as the left child of the new Fallback node. The
extra speci�cation �lls the Condition node as an “if ...” statement, such as “if reaches desired
location” or “if stable”.

3.3. Automatic Source-Task Selection

So far, we have presented the process of generating a complete behavior tree using a pre-trained
LLM. In the entire process, the source task used in the prompt plays an important role. The
choice of the source task directly a�ects the quality of generated target task. Instead of manually
selecting a source task, we propose an approach that enables automatic selection.
We consider a knowledge base storing a collection of robot behavior-tree tasks. From this

knowledge base, we would like to choose a behavior-tree task that is semantically similar to the
desired target task. For example, in order to prompt a desired “Assembly computer” task, we
prefer using an “Assembly car” behavior-tree task instead of using a “Make co�ee” behavior-tree
task to prompt. To realize such similarity-based selection, we adopt the behavior-tree embedding
proposed in [16]. The behavior-tree embedding produces a numerical vector for each behavior
tree such that semantically similar behavior trees are encoded closely in the vector space. With
the behavior-tree embedding, we can quickly retrieve the most similar behavior tree from the
given knowledge base. In detail, for the desired target task, we put away its optional description
including tool usage and phase numbers and only keep its core “verb-object” phrase. Then
we apply a same sentence-embedding model Enc2( ) used in the behavior-tree-embedding
method and encode the target-task phrase target into a vector vtarget. Once we acquire the
embedding of the target task, we compute the similarity between it and the embedding ui of
every 3-layer behavior tree BTi in the knowledge base,

Sim(target, BTi) =
vtarget · ui

kvtargetkkuik
. (2)

Afterwards, we perform similarity sorting and select the behavior tree with highest similarity
as the source-task prompt.

In summary, the complete pipeline is shown in Figure 4. The generation process starts from a
desired target-task description. The target-task description goes through a similarity sorting in
the knowledge base and determines the most suitable 3-layer source behavior tree. Then both
source behavior tree and target-task description are used to specify the Phase-Step prompt. The
Phase-Step prompt is fed into the large language model and gradually generates a complete



target behavior tree. The end-user only needs to set up the target-task description whereas the
rest of the process is automatic.

Figure 4: Proposed pipeline for robot behavior-tree task generation with large language models.

4. Case Studies and Evaluations

4.1. Experimental Setting

We showcase our proposed approach using two state-of-the-art large language models from
the OpenAI company – GPT-3 text-davinci-003 [17] and ChatGPT [18]. Both large language
models were built over the InstructGPT models [19] and initially released in November 2022.

GPT-3 text-davinci-003: In order to obtain deterministic results, we con�gured the temper-
ature parameter of GPT-3 text-davinci-003 model to be 0. We set the maximum length to be
500 tokens to allow the model to generate su�ciently long text. Another 3 parameters – top P,
frequency penalty, and presence penalty – were set to 1, 0.2, and 0, respectively.

ChatGPT: The ChatGPT version used in our test is released on February 13, 2023. We used a
ChatGPT Plus account and obtained results via its default online interface. Since the ChatGPT
has not o�ered hyper-parameter con�gurations towards end-users and its generated results
vary every time, we only recorded the results displayed for the �rst time. In addition, we started
a new chat session for each target task rather than kept testing in the same session.
Regarding the two encoders Enc1( ) and Enc2( ) used in our approach, we adopt the

universal sentence encoder [20] for both. The universal sentence encoder is a general-purpose
embedding model that can be applied to words, sentences, and paragraphs. We use the verb list
L = {pick, drop, push, pull, rotate,move, place} to ground natural language to robot actions.
The similarity threshold used to determine the primitive actions was set to 0.5.

4.2. Full-Process Demonstration

Firstly, we presented a full-process demonstration of our approach. The approach performed
similarity-based search in the knowledge base and selected the most suitable source target.
For the knowledge base, we created a toy set consisting of four behavior-tree tasks. These
four tasks ranged in four di�erent categories including manufacturing assembly, logistics
packaging, kitchen cooking, and household cleaning. Our desired target task is simply set as
“Desktop assembly”. The chosen source task was a wheel-assembly task [21] in the automotive
manufacturing. Both GPT-3 text-davinci-003 and ChatGPT models took this wheel-assembly
task to �ll their prompts. The generated results for the initial 3-layer behavior-tree are shown in



Table 3. The GPT-3 text-davinci-003 model generated a 4-phase task with 11 steps for completion,
whereas the ChatGPT model generated a 3-phase task with 8 steps for completion.

Table 3
The Phase-Step prompt is showcased using the GPT-3 text-davinci-003 and ChatGPT models. The same
wheel-assembly task is used as the source task. The target task is generated inside the [ ]Y slot.

GPT-3 text-davinci-003 ChatGPT
Source Task Source Task
Procedures: Procedures:
Phase 1. Phase 1.
Step 1. Put car at a conveyor; Step 1. Put car at a conveyor;
Step 2. Li� the car. Step 2. Li� the car.
Phase 2. Phase 2.
Step 1. Pick the wheel; Step 1. Pick the wheel;
Step 2. Approach conveyor; Step 2. Approach conveyor;
Step 3. Align wheel with wheel hub. Step 3. Align wheel with wheel hub.
Phase 3. Phase 3.
Step 1. Insert screws; Step 1. Insert screws;
Step 2. Fasten screws; Step 2. Fasten screws;
Step 3. Leave the conveyor. Step 3. Leave the conveyor.

Target Task: Desktop assembly Target Task: Desktop assembly
Procedures: Procedures:
[Phase 1. [Phase 1.
Step 1. Place the desktop on a flat surface; Step 1. Place desktop case on table;
Step 2. Connect the power cable to the power supply. Step 2. Insert motherboard into the case.
Phase 2. Phase 2.
Step 1. Attach the CPU to the motherboard; Step 1. Install CPU;
Step 2. Connect the CPU fan to the motherboard; Step 2. Install RAM;
Step 3. Secure the CPU with screws. Step 3. Install power supply.
Phase 3. Phase 3.
Step 1. Connect the RAM to the motherboard; Step 1. Connect all cables and peripherals;
Step 2. Secure the RAM with screws; Step 2. Power on the device;
Step 3. Connect the graphics card to the motherboard. Step 3. Test for proper functionality.]Y
Phase 4.
Step 1. Connect the hard drive to the motherboard;
Step 2. Secure the hard drive with screws;
Step 3. Connect all cables to their respective ports
on the motherboard.]Y

Next, a verb-list-based similarity computation was conducted to examine whether the gen-
erated action was primitive. According to the computation, all verbs appearing in the GPT-3
text-davinci-003 generated task satis�ed the condition. However, the verb “install”, which
appeared 3 times in the ChatGPT generated task, did not meet the similarity threshold. In other
words, the “install” is not a primitive action for robots, thus it needs further decomposition. In
addition, the last two steps in the ChatGPT generated task are irrelevant with the assembly
process and not considered in the tree expansion.



Table 4
Sub-task decomposition using the GPT-3 text-davinci-003 and ChatGPT models. The non-primitive
sub-task is “Install CPU in desktop”. The target task is generated inside the [ ]Y slot.

GPT-3 text-davinci-003 ChatGPT
Source Task Source Task
... ...
(Identical text as Table 3) (Identical text as Table 3)
... ...

Target Task: Install CPU in desktop Target Task: Install CPU in desktop
in 1 phase, only use the following verb: in 1 phase, only use the following verb:
pick, drop, push, pull, rotate, move, place pick, drop, push, pull, rotate, move, place
Procedures: Procedures:
[Step 1. Pick the CPU; [Step 1. Pick up the CPU;
Step 2. Place the CPU in the socket; Step 2. Open the desktop’s case
Step 3. Push down the CPU to secure it; by pulling the tabs or pushing the buttons;
Step 4. Rotate the locking arm to secure the CPU; Step 3. Locate the CPU socket
Step 5. Drop the CPU fan on top of the CPU; and align the CPU with the socket;
Step 6. Push down the fan to secure it; Step 4. Carefully place the CPU into the socket;
Step 7. Move the power cable to Step 5. Secure the CPU in place
the fan and plug it in. by fastening any clips or levers;

Step 6. Close the desktop’s case
by pushing or pulling the tabs or buttons;
Step 7. Rotate or move any cables
or connections as necessary.

To study the tree expansion, we used the “Install CPU” sub-task from the ChatGPT generated
task as an example. The source target in the prompt was kept unchanged, and the target task
description was speci�ed as “Install CPU in desktop in 1 phase, only use the following verb:
pick, drop, push, pull, rotate, move, place”. For comparison, we also applied this expansion
in the GPT-3 text-davinci-003 task even though the corresponding task had already met the
condition. The generated sub-tasks are shown in Table 4. After the sub-task decomposition,
the verbs in both generated tasks satis�ed the condition for primitive tasks. It indicated that
there was no need to further expand this branch of the behavior tree. Apart from the condition
satisfaction, we can still observe some di�erences between the generated sub-tasks. The task
generated by GPT-3 text-davinci-003 was strictly regulated by our pre-de�ned verb list while
the task from ChatGPT used other verbs outside of our verb list. We think that the ChatGPT
might not be capable of understanding the verb restriction in the prompt. On the other hand,
the task generated by GPT-3 text-davinci-003 was more succinct and more interpretable by the
robots.
For visualization, a behavior-tree task produced by the GPT-3 text-davinci-003 model is

illustrated in Figure 5.



Figure 5: Behavior-tree-based task generation using the GPT-3 text-davinci-003 model. We only keep
the core information of primitive tasks in the visualization and refer their details in Table 3. The source
behavior-tree task is vehicle-wheel assembly and the target behavior-tree task is desktop assembly.

4.3. Ablation Study

Next, we focused on the Phase-Step-prompt-based task generation stage and conducted an abla-
tion study. We compared the performance of the non-Phase-Step prompt versus the Phase-Step
prompt. The non-Phase-Step is speci�ed as a simple description – “Generate a [ ... ] task in be-
havior tree”. Two Phase-step prompts for comparison are set in Table 5. For simplicity, we refer
the non-Phase-Step prompt, the wheel-assembly Phase-Step prompt, and the desktop-assembly
Phase-Step prompt as PS-none prompt, PS-wheel prompt, and PS-desktop prompt, re-
spectively. The PS-wheel prompt and the PS-desktop prompt included the same number of
total steps but di�ered in terms of tree structure. The PS-wheel prompt was organized in a
(2 ! 3 ! 3) structure whereas the PS-desktop prompt was shaped in (3 ! 3 ! 2).

We are primarily interested in the structure of the generated trees since it determines the
task modularity and composability. We prefer the generated tasks structured in a well-balanced
tree over a sequence. To measure such property, we propose a structure ratio R for behavior
trees. We omit condition-check related nodes and count the number of child Action nodes under
each internal node on the second layer. We refer the maximum number of child Action nodes
as Nmax and the minimum as Nmin. If a behavior tree is only two-layer, in other words, the
second layer is just a sequence without any child, then Nmin is set to be 0. The structure ratio
R is calculated as R = Nmin/Nmax. In addition, we refer the total number of Action nodes
in the entire behavior tree as Ntotal. Take our PS-wheel prompt and PS-desktop prompt as an
example, the Nmin and Nmax for both are 2 and 3, respectively. Thus their measures are both
R = 2/3 and Ntotal = 8.

We tested these 3 prompts using GPT-3 text-davinci-003 and ChatGPT. In each prompt test, we
used 30 di�erent target task descriptions to �ll the [ ... ] space, including 15 in manufacturing
assembly, 5 in logistics packaging, 5 in kitchen cooking, and 5 in household cleaning. The



Table 5
We used 3 prompts for comparison – PS-none prompt, PS-wheel prompt, and PS-desktop prompt. The
PS-none prompt is specified as “Generate a [ ... ] task in behavior tree”. The PS-wheel prompt, and
PS-desktop prompt are listed in the table. The [ ... ] slot is the place to fill the target task description.

PS-wheel prompt PS-desktop prompt
Source Task Source Task
Procedures: Procedures:
Phase 1. Phase 1.
Step 1. Put car at a conveyor; Step 1. Attach the CPU to the motherboard;
Step 2. Li� the car. Step 2. Connect the CPU fan to the motherboard;
Phase 2. Step 3. Secure the CPU with screws.
Step 1. Pick the wheel; Phase 2.
Step 2. Approach conveyor; Step 1. Connect the RAM to the motherboard;
Step 3. Align wheel with wheel hub. Step 2. Secure the RAM with screws;
Phase 3. Step 3. Connect the graphics card to the motherboard.
Step 1. Insert screws; Phase 3.
Step 2. Fasten screws; Step 1. Connect the hard drive to the motherboard;
Step 3. Leave the conveyor. Step 2. Secure the hard drive with screws.

Target Task: [ ... ] Target Task: [ ... ]
Procedures: Procedures:
[ ]Y [ ]Y

evaluation results are shown in Table 6. All prompts produced multi-step tasks. The total
steps Ntotal of the Phase-Step-prompt-generated tasks were close to the Ntotal in the source
tasks. Without the Phase-Step prompt, the average of structure ratio R was close to zero. It
indicated that the generated task was nearly in a sequence structure rather than a tree structure.
After adding the Phase-Step prompt, all R0s were close to or above 2/3, which was the original
structure ratio of the source tasks. This measure implied that the target tasks generated by
Phase-Step prompts were capable of preserving the tree structure.

Table 6
Quantitative evaluation of generated target task structures. Avg. is the abbreviation for Average.

GPT-3 text-davinci-003 ChatGPT

Avg. R Avg. Ntotal Avg. R Avg. Ntotal

PS-none prompt 0.12 5.67 0.22 6.90
PS-wheel prompt 0.65 7.80 0.60 9.77
PS-desktop prompt 0.93 8.80 0.66 9.13

Apart from lackingmodularity, the PS-none prompt also has an issue in interpretation towards
robots. Sometimes the PS-none prompt failed to produce a robot-oriented task. For example,
when we applied PS-none prompt and set to “Generate a desk assembly task in behavior tree”,
GPT-3 text-davinci-003 responded as “...3. Read Instructions 4. Assemble Desk...” and ChatGPT
responded as “...Follow the instructions to assemble the bookcase...”. Such ambiguous responses
were di�cult for robots to understand and did not o�er detailed execution steps for robots.



4.4. Phase-Step Prompt Assessment

The large language models can produce robot tasks in a variety of domains. However, there
lacks a universal metric to evaluate generated robot tasks spanning among di�erent domains.
To provide a useful metric to evaluate robot-task operations, we narrow down our assessment
scope to the assembly domain only [22]. One key type of assembly operation is the part-mating
operation that directly a�ects the task executability. In this assessment, we count the total
number of part-mating operations in a generated task and denote this number as Nmate. The
source task in the PS-wheel prompt has only 1 part-mating operation, whereas the source task
in the PS-desktop prompt indicates 5 part-mating operations.
Since we have already obtained 15 assembly tasks for each prompt in Section 4.3, we con-

sidered these tasks and performed our proposed evaluation metric on them. The part-mating
operation evaluation results are presented in Table 7. Tasks generated by the PS-wheel prompt
tended to have fewer part-mating operations than tasks generated by the PS-desktop prompt.

Table 7
Part-mating operation counting in the assembly tasks. Avg. is the abbreviation for Average.

GPT-3 text-davinci-003 ChatGPT

Avg. Nmate Avg. Ntotal Avg. Nmate Avg. Ntotal

PS-wheel prompt 1.87 7.80 3.20 10.80
PS-desktop prompt 5.33 8.87 5.73 10.00

For example, we set one target task description to be “Projector manufacturing assembly”
and tested using GPT-3 text-davinci-003. The task produced by the PS-wheel prompt resulted
only in one part-mating operation, that was lens-projector body mating. Meanwhile, the task
created by the PS-desktop prompt contained 5 part-mating operations – lens-projector body
mating, fan-projector body mating, lamp-projector body mating, circuit board-projector body
mating, and power cord-projector body mating.

In summary, we discovered that the level of details in prompt a�ects the quality of generated
tasks. we favor prompts with more informative description so that we can obtain more detailed
procedures in the target tasks.

4.5. Limitation

During our tests, we noticed that the large language models have limited capability when
dealing with rare tasks. For example, we used the PS-desktop prompt and set the target task
description to be “Vince Lombardi Trophy crafting”, which is the championship trophy in Super
Bowl. The GPT-3 text-davinci-003 successfully generated a task, especially mentioning the
football shaped design in the task. However, the ChatGPT frequently failed to answer it. Its
responses included “there is no clear connection between the source task and the target task”,
“process and materials are not publicly available”, “beyond my knowledge cuto� date of 2021”,
or “Sorry, as a language model, I am not able to perform physical tasks”. Another example is
the Atlas robot assembly task. The ChatGPT successfully created an assembly task, notably



including its featuring hydraulic actuators. But the GPT-3 text-davinci-003 appeared to be
ignorant of the speciality of Atlas robots and only stated using servo motors in the assembly.

5. Conclusions and Discussions

This paper presented a robot behavior-tree-based task generation utilizing the state-of-the-art
large language models. It brought together the new-task-representation trend in robotics and
the generative AI technique in natural language processing. By enabling cross-domain task
transfer, this approach reduces end-users’ work load in designing new robot tasks.
In order to apply this approach to real-world robots, further studies are still required. For

example, although the generated robot-manufacturing tasks look reasonable and executable, it
does not take the complex factory environment into consideration. In industry applications, the
design of robot tasks has to follow strict safety regulations. How to incorporate such safety
regulations into the task generation remains an open question.
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